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Electron-nuclear double resonance in a system with hyperfine interaction is considered.
Spin diffusion is assumed to be the mechanism of transfer of excitation from remote nuclei
to the paramagnetic centers. The correlation function of the nuclear system is calculated
for this relaxation mechanism. The corrections to the relaxation times of the electron system due to spin diffusion are found. The susceptibility of the electron system is calculated.
netic interaction operator is:

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

IN the method of electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), one subjects the electron spin
system to the action of a microwave field and at
the same time the nuclear spin system to a radiofrequency field. [i] As a consequence of the interaction between the electrons and the nuclei, absorption in the electron system can vary when the
nuclear system is in resonance. An example of
such a system is a crystal having nuclei with spin
I=
arranged on its sites and containing an impurity that possesses an uncompensated electron
spin. The electron spin can interact strongly only
with the nuclei that are nearest to it. In addition,
it changes significantly the local magnetic field
for nuclei situated in a volume of a certain radius [ 2]
near this impurity compared to the local fields of
distant nuclei. Experimentally, there has been observed [ 3] an effect on the absorption in the electronic system due to resonance in both the nearest
and the distant nuclei. This can be explained if it
is assumed that there is a mechanism by which the
energy received by the remote nuclear spins from
the rf field is transferred to the paramagnetic impurity. Spin diffusion [ 3J is such a mechanism.
In the present paper we calculate the dispersion
and absorption of the electron system in the presence of nuclear-spin diffusion.
Consider a system of electron spins §i and nuclear spins fi in an applied constant magnetic field
H 0 = { 0, 0, H0}, a microwave field
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We remark that even if we did take the dipoledipole term into account, there would be no important changes in the results of the calculation.
The Hamiltonian of the system has the form

3C = - r•Ti ~ skH-r11i ~ lkH + h' +SF
k

H

k

+iF.+ HF =Ho+H' +SF,
= Ho + h•(t) + h 1 (t),

(3)

where yi and y 8 are the gyromagnetic ratios for
the nuclei and the electrons, the operators SF and
The general form for the electron-nuclear magIF describe the interactions of the electrons with
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hi(t)

{hHI = 0, h_1z = hie-i"'r 1, hoi= 0}.

+ 2J.Ls!lr[3(Sr) (lr)-r (Sl)Jr-•.

Here the first term describes the contact interaction; it is proportional to I¢ (0 )12 and is non -zero
only for an s-state electron (when the wave function does not have a node at the point r = 0 ). The
second term describes the dipole -dipole interaction
and is zero in an s state by virtue of the spherical
symmetry of the wave function.
The electron state can be a superposition of
states with different orbital quantum numbers
( 1JI = as!Jis + ap!Jip + ... ) , and then both types of
magnetic hyperfine interaction are present. If as
is not small, i.e., I¢( 0) 12 is rather large, then, as
a rule, the contact term is much larger than the
dipole-dipole term, and the latter may beneglected. [4 ] The validity of this assumption has
been confirmed for many substances investigated
by the double resonance method. [ 4 ]
Hence we make the assumption that there is a
contact interaction between the electrons and nuclei of the form

0}

and an rf field

==

if'= 16/a :TtJls!lr~(r)(IS)
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the lattice and of the nuclei with the lattice, respectively, and HF is the lattice energy operator.
We shall assume that the system of nuclear
spins, electronic spins, and lattice can be described
by density operators c'J', a-, and p', respectively,
and that the total density operator p is
(4)

i.e., the energy of the interaction between the individual subsystems is small in comparison with
the Zeeman energy of the electrons and nuclei and
the lattice energy. With these assumptions, the
equations of motion for the magnetization M of the
electronic system were obtained in [S]:
d
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The functions if>±J.i.v' describe the relaxation
processes in the electronic system and were introduced by Tomita. [G] The functions (10) are
characteristic for the present problem. They have
appeared as a consequence of including the contact
interaction and show the effect of correlations
within the nuclear system on the electronic magnetization.
2. CALCULATION OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF THE NUCLEAR SYSTEM
Thus, the problem is reduced to a calculation
of the correlation functions

~ ~ aov (1'ts) (<Do± 'I'o) ([MT, SvJ>a

-
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When J.1. "' 0, Eq. (10) contains the rapidly oscillating factor exp(iJ.i.WsT); hence we may set

where

'I'ov· =I= 0.

(Y = exp (iro;8 t) Qexp (- iro.S t),

(6)

0

0

= ± 1, 0)

are the circular projections of the
electron spin, and the matrix aJ.l.v( .9-s) has the
elements

Sv ( v
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+
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In (5) we have introduced the symbols:

(9)

The satellite lines are neglected. Now it is necessary to calculate the correlation function
z

= 2] az ~ dt exp (iJLro + iv'Q.-r)
2
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This is valid, for example, [7] if V is understood
to be the dipole-dipole interaction of the nuclei and
the non -secular terms that lead to satellite lines
are neglected. Then (13) can be written as:

For the calculation of I~( T ), we note that
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We make the assumption that

t

'I' +~J-v' (t)

z
<Io z• (t)/o)a··

G (t)=:

A

We transform to a rotating coordinate system:
(10)

A*

where 1"2s = ysH~ff, and F'fJ.l.(T) are the circular
projections of the lattice operators in the interaction representation, and

=exp ( - l [i H l /T T )
A

A

/ 0
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i
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1 't',
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(17)
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Then

. 81 zT (-r)
o-r =
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=
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(-r)]

=
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i H' 1 lT -r ) . (18)
H' 1 lT -r ) /_
exp ( 1[

energies respectively of the upper and lower levels
in each element dv.
In order to calculate the averages remaining in
(21), we go to a new coordinate system by means
of the transformation

Q~ T =

Using the definition of the exponential

exp (i<Drl 0 t)

(h a~v (tl'r) Qv) exp (- i<D 1l 0t),

(24)
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where aJ..Lv ( J.r) is a matrix of the type (7), and
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and the commutation rule for the spin components,
it is easily found that

' l
i H' 1 lT -r ) exp(-i<Do I -r),
=I_
exp ( ----,;

IT

' l
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He~t = [ (Ho + ~1 )+ (h 1 ) 2

h 1 /H!n,

r
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matrix in the approximation (23) locally has the
form
(19)

where w~ = y 1Ho.
Substituting (19) into (18) and integrating the
expression obtained, we find
'

=

In this coordinate system the equilibrium density

i ' IT \ ' l
exp ( -1[ H 1 -r ji _

/ 0
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In addition
l
/~IT_~~·
0
0'

(27)

Now the averages in (21) can be calculated as

' I hl
+I_
H

[1-exp(-i<Dlr:)]
0

or, reverting to the initial coordinate system,
' l
' l
'
h1
lo (t)=/0 +I_H 0 (exp(i<Dr-t)-exp(i(<Dr-<D0 1 )-r)].(20)

Considering (20), we may write (15) in the form
l
v 1
'1
h1 v I
' l
G (t)= Uo (r:)/o)o·+ Ho <Jo (r:)/_)o•

>< [exp (i<Drt)- exp (i (<Dr- <Do 1) -r)].

(21)

The implicit time dependence remaining in
is due only to the form of the interaction of
the nuclei among themselves and can in principle
be calculated to any approximation. However, for
the present purpose-the calculation of the effect
of spin diffusion-it is not necessary to give V a
concrete form. Spin diffusion can be taken into
account if it is assumed that there exists a local
equilibrium, characterized by a local value of the
spin temperature T s ( r, t) within volume elements
dv that are macroscopically small but sufficiently
large microscopically. The time and volume distribution of the spin temperature is determined by
the spin-diffusion equation. More precisely, this
equation determines the distribution of the quantity

al (T)

p(r, t) = (N+- N-)<d"l

=

-(E+-E-)(dv)/kTs(r, t)

+ h p (r, t) Spdv (fofoiT (-r) f;}),
dv

where summation over dv means summation over
all elements dv after equilibrium averaging in
each of them.
We shall assume that the implicit nuclear spinspin interaction provides within the limits of each
element dv a relaxation according to the law
exp (- T/ Tc) and write
Sp(dv)

(f0l 0 1T (-r) l 01) =

e-*c B11dv,

(28)

Bf

where
is some constant, which can be calculated explicitly if V is given. Similarly, we introduce
(29)

Then we have
<fo1(r:)fc/) 0 ,

=

C!le-<i<e

+ B!1e-<l<e) p (r, r:) dv.

(30)

v

In completely analogous fashion we find

(31)

(22)

in the approximation
h<D/ kT~1,

(23)

where N+, E+ and N-, E- are the populations and

(32)
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Now we obtain (21) in the form
Gl(-r) = e-•1•.{ C1l

for the change in nuclear polarization with time
cannot be present in Eq. (36). Consequently, we
use Eq. (36) without its second term. Then (36)
takes the form

+ B 1 l~ p(r, ~)dv

+ ~JC21 + B ~ p (r, 't) dv J(1- exp (- iroo 't} )} .
21

1

(33)

We shall simplify this general expression by assuming that hi/H 0 « 1. Using the symbols

~

(r,

~)dv = q(-r),

B 11

== Bt,

C1l

== Ct,

(34)

we obtain

Gt ('t)....., e-•1•. [Ct

+ Blq (-r) ].

(35)

To calculate q ( T) we make use of the spindiffusion equation [ 7]:
op = D!1p- CF(r, t)- 2Ap.

ot

op I ot = Dllp- 2Ap.

(37)

This equation may be considered as the analog of
the equation of continuity if we write

D 11p

== -div(vp},

v = -p- 1D gradp

and assume that the quantity 2A characterizes the
power of the internal sources. Integrating (37)
over volume and using the Ostrogradskil-Gauss
theorem, we have

a

at q(t) =

DP- 2Aq(t),

(38)

(36)

Here D is the spin-diffusion coefficient; the term
proportional to C takes into account the direct interaction of the paramagnetic impurity with the
surrounding nuclei (e.g., in calculating the dipoledipole interaction it has the form [ 7]
p-po

F(r, t)=

1021

:3n Ir-rn Ia'

where the rn are the radius vectors of the sites
occupied by impurities); A is the probability that
a nuclear spin is flipped by the radio-frequency
field.
However, Eq. (36) was proposed as the equation
describing the mechanism by which information
about the lattice temperature produced by the electronic spins is conveyed to remote nuclear spins.
The second term on the right-hand side then describes the direct relaxation preceding the nuclear spin-diffusion process and is an effective
source for the change of nuclear polarization with
time.
We shall not make direct use of Eq. (36), since
we have stated the problem in reverse: to consider
the mechanism by which information about the nuclear spin temperature is conveyed to the electronic spins. The rf field excites nuclei that are
far away from the impurity (the nearest nuclei are
not excited, since they are far from resonance because of the strong local field of the impurity ) ;
then the excitation is "relayed'' on to the nuclei
closest to the electron spin and because of the
contact interaction (as we assumed in the very
beginning) is transferred to the spin of the paramagnetic impurity.
In this way the electron -nucleus interaction does
not now precede the spin-diffusion process but is a
consequence of it. Hence the corresponding source

P=

~ grad pdS.

(39)

s

The quantity DP characterizes the "flow of
spin density'' through the surface of the sample
due to the change in spin polarization on the boundary. In steady state this quantity (and consequently
P as well) is independent of time and is proportional to the difference

w- llQ,

(40)

where W is the surface power absorbed by the
sample from the rf field, and 6-Q is the power
lost in heating the sample as a consequence of
relaxation processes.
Integrating (38), we find
q (-r) = Moe-2At

+ DP
2A (1- e-zA•)'

(41)

where M 0 is the initial equilibrium magnetization
of the nuclear spins.
Substituting (41) into (35) and turning to (10), we
obtain

(42)

+MoRt exp [ (iv'Q•- .2A- 'te-1 ) t]- 1
iv'Q•- 'te-1 - 2A

(43)
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3. EFFECT OF SPIN DIFFUSION ON THE SUSCEPTIBILITY AND RELAXATION TIME OF
THE ELECTRONIC SYSTEM
If the system is studied at a time t that is considerably greater than the relaxation time, it is
possible to set
'l'o,±1(t) ~ 'l'o,±1(oo)

='I''=.~ az

2 (

K 11'

+ ~ K l' ),

l

Kf

(44)
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21' )
2A
1
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(

+ (y•h•)
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(46)
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1

(50)

2 T1 T2

K/' +?~ Ki')

l

+ MoBl[Qs2 + (Tc-1 + 2A)2]-1},
Kl'

:x:a'' = xoT2y•Ho [ 1

=F T2

= PBl{Tc(Qs2 +'t'c-2)-1

- {'t'c-1 + 2A) (Q 82 + {'t'c-1 + 2A)2]-1},
K/'

(49)

2

l

where
and
are given by the relations (45).
Solving the system of equations (48) for the stationary case, we obtain the following expression
for the complex susceptibility of the electron system (Xs = M;f/hs, X~= Mj'/hs ):

~ af( Kt + ~Kl}

+ i ~a12 ( K/' + ~AKl' );

;,

K{'

= 'l'o,±1·

Then, according to (42) and (43), we obtain
'l'o, +1 ='I''± i'l'" =

Xo is the static susceptibility of the electron system. The addition of T' is due to the electronnuclear interaction via the spin-diffusion mechanism:

r

1

(51)

It is seen from (51) that when the electron system is saturated, the absorption of energy from
the microwave field may be changed as a consequence of resonant transitions in the nuclear sys-

Kf'

Kf

= Q.PBZ{(Q 82 + 't'c-2)-1

tern, since

_ [Q 8 2 + {'t'c-1 + 2A)2]-1}.

( w~ - WI) approaches zero (since
and
contain elements of the matrix aJ.I. 11 ( JI), which depend in resonant fashion on this difference ) . In the
absence of spin diffusion ( D = 0 ) such a change
can be evoked only by nuclei in direct interaction
with the electron of the paramagnetic center and
in resonance. Spin diffusion leads to the resonant
excitation of distant nuclei being transferred to
nuclei in direct interaction with electrons and thus
enhances the effect of nuclear resonance on the
electronic resonance.
Since the local fields of the remote and the directly interacting nuclei are different, appropriate
matching of the frequency of the rf field WI can
produce resonance only at the remote nuclei. Then,
for fixed values of the other parameters, Xs will
change only by virtue of spin diffusion. This effect
can be observed most distinctly if a crystal with
two kinds of nuclei with markedly different gyromagnetic ratios is used. [a]
Depending on which of the pairs of hyperfine
sublevels is involved in the induced nuclear transitions, it is necessary to choose the plus or minus
sign in (6) and (51) (ms = 7'2 , Lmli = 1 or ms = -%,
~I = -1 ). The dependence of ( x~) -l on D for
these two cases has the form

«Dov' =/= 0,
Further, if the concentration of the paramagnetic
impurity is small, then the local fields created at
the site of a given impurity by the electron spins
of other impurities can be considered to be vanishingly small. In this case the functions .Pov' have
the form[&]
-

-vo, ±1 -

""'

-v

+

·rn.ll -

~w -

increase as the difference

Kf'

For the final transformation of the equations of
motion (6) it is necessary to know the explicit form
of the functions .P J.l.ll'. Considering the presence in
(9) of a rapidly oscillating factor, we may set

""

and

2

<Do ±

O'o Qi

+ iQa
-«Do2

(47)

Then, as was shown in [ 5], Eq. (6) leads to equations of the Bloch type (the electronic system is
exactly at resonance):

dMIIT
(1-=F~)MIIT = y•h•MzT,
dt
T2
T'
dMzT
MzT
Ho
--+y•h•MIIT+--= :X:o-.
dt
T1
Tt

+

(48)

Here T1 and T 2 are the usual longitudinal and
transverse relaxation times calculated in [&], and

Kf

(:X:a±")-1 = b =F tj2A(D),
b = (:x:oT2y"llo)-1 (.1

+ (y'h•)2TIT2.),

~(D)

= 2(xov•H0 T')-1•
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Thus, by measuring in a given sample (i.e., for a
1
1 - (
fixed value of D) the difference (
= ~ (D ) , one can find the correction to the relaxation time due to spin diffusion, and then from
Eq. (49) the spin-diffusion coefficient D as well, if
the correlation time T c is known.

Xs- )-

Xs+ )-
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